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moviejaySX 7 release notes 
 

Version 7.0.0 - 2.7.0.13005 - 19/01/2024 

- moviejaySX 7 introduces playlist transition effects. Other than seamless back-
to-back playout, it is now possible to select a transition to apply between each 
playlist event: Barn, Blinds, CheckerBoard, Fade, GradientWipe, Inset, Iris, 
Pixelate, RadialWipe, RandomBars, RandomDissolve, Slide, Spiral, Stretch, 
Strips, Wheel, ZigZag – and set the effect duration. 

- From the setup window, a new feature allows to associate a color to each 
specific type of playlist event (uMAM, commands, clips from hard disk etc) so 
the event will be highlighted accordingly when queued in the playlist. 

- Similarly, on the uMAM window, it is now possible to associate a color to each 
user set category, so the event will be highlighted accordingly as above. 

- Added playlist loading mode setting: when loading a new playlist in loop mode, 
you can choose to keep only the currently playing item in the queue, or the 
currently playing item along with any items in insert mode, or replace all items 
and start playing the new playlist immediately. 

- From the playlist scheduling window, a new button allows to load on the play 
queue the playlist highlighted in the grid with its related settings such as the 
user set loading mode. This is a faster alternative to browsing the playlist from 
a folder. 

- The playlist scheduling window now also offers a free search feature that 
allows to filter the grid on those only playlist events where the filename 
matches the specified text. 

- In case of LINEIN events in the play queue, the current and next event 
indications to the right of the counter now display the denomination and/or full 
details instead of the previous generic LINEIN indication. 
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- Updated routines for YouTube clips and live streams playback. 

- Occasionally a violation error message could be displayed when the application 
failed to connect to the activation server to get license updates. Fixed. 

- Any custom parameters added in the codec settings window (such as: 
streamid) despite being applied and fully functional even after restarting the 
application, were not listed when the settings window was recalled. Fixed. 

- Fixed occasional runtime errors caused by incompatibilities introduced by 
recent security updates of the Windows 10/11 operating system. 

- Various minor improvements and fixes in the capture and playback engine and 
the general application workflow. 

 

(*) Some features may not be available depending on the specific configuration and purchased plug-ins. 

 


